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D-6600 Saarbri~cken, West Germany 
We present a data structure based on AVL-trees which allows an insertion or a 
deletion to be performed in time O(log d), where d is the distance of the position 
searched for from a finger which points to the end of the file. Moving a finger to a 
distance d costs O(log d). This result demonstrates the power of the oldest basic 
data structure, the AVL-tree. A special case of interest is an efficient implemen- 
tation of searchable priority queues such that Deletemin requires only constant 
time. © 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the seventies many balanced trees (AVL-trees, B-trees, BB[c@trees...) 
were developed having a worst case behavior of O(log n) for the operations 
Search, Insert and Delete in a file of size n. From 1978 on, the applications 
of the balanced trees in more complex data structure problems began to be 
more interesting. (Blum and Mehlhorn, 1980)showed that the total number 
of rotations and double rotations after m arbitrary insertions and deletions 
in a BB[c@tree is O(m). (Huddleston and Mehlhorn 1982) showed that 
the total number of rebalancing operations after m arbitrary insertions and 
deletions in a weak B-tree is O(m). But it is important to have results about 
an individual insertion or deletion, since there are applications as in sorting 
presorted files (see Manilla 1984, Mehlhorn 1979, Mehlhorn and Tsakalidis 
1982) and in finger trees (Brown and Tarjan 1980, Guibas et al., 1977) 
where the search time can be o(logn) (note that f(n)=o(g(n)) if 
limf(n)/g(n) =0 for n ~ oo). Additionally in parallel processing it is impor- 
tant to know that a rebalancing operation does not need much time after 
an insertion or deletion. 
In (Guibas et al. 1977) and (Kosaraju 1981) data structures are given, 
where every insertion and deletion can be performed in time O(search 
time). More precisely, the operations Search-Insert-Delete can be perfor- 
med in time O(log d), where d is the distance of the position searched for 
from the finger. The moving of a finger can be performed in time O(log d) 
in (Kosaraju 1981), but it needs time O(log n) in (Guibas et al. 1977). The 
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latter authors use (m/3, m)-trees, with m = 24 and some complex regularity 
conditions on the finger path. The data structure of Kosaraju is com- 
plicated too. It consists of a forest of (2, 3)-trees with some regularity con- 
ditions (monotonicity, multiplicity, gap property). Both structures have the 
disadvantage that they are complicated and use costly operations. 
Since such an elementary problem is solved by complicated ata struc- 
tures the natural question arises, if the usual basic data structures can solve 
this problem by simple modifications. Huddleston (1981) gives an affir- 
mative answer to this question for the class of the small-order B-trees, but 
his simple modifications change the basic data structure substantially. Tar- 
jan (1982) gives an elegant solution for (2, 6)-trees. 
The main result of this paper is a new implementation f the usual AVL- 
tree which directly answers the question above positively for the case of an 
AVL-tree without changing it substantially and demonstrates the power of 
this oldest basic data structure. 
An application of the result provides a searchable priority queue 
implemented by an AVL-tree, where the operations Min and Deletemin 
can be performed in constant ime and an insertion or a search in time 
O(log d), where d is the distance of the position worked at from the Min- 
element. 
Section 2 includes definitions and elementary operations. A modification 
of the AVL-tree called inclined AVL-tree is given in Section 3 and the 
algorithms will be described in this section in an informal way. The details 
of these algorithms are given in Section 4. Section 5 considers the worst 
case complexity of the algorithms and Section 6 considers the case where 
the finger is moved and the case of having multiple fingers. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND ELEMENTARY OPERATIONS 
AVL-trees were introduced by Adel'son-Vel'skii and Landis (1962). 
Results about their behavior can be found in (Foster 1965; Knuth 1973; 
Mehlhorn and Tsakalidis 1982, 1985; Tsakalidis 1985). AVL-trees are a 
special kind of binary tree, in which nodes either have two sons or no sons. 
(The latter nodes are called leaves.) A binary search tree is AVL if the 
heights of the subtrees at each node differ by at most one, where the height 
Height(v) of a node v is equal to the length of the longest path from v to a 
leaf in its subtree. 
Let L(v)[R(v)] be the left [-right] subtree of the tree with root . For 
every node v we define its height balance hb(v) by 
hb(v) = Height(R(v)) - Height(L(v)). 
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Hence the height balance of nodes in an AVL tree can be + 1, 0, or -1 .  
We call a node balanced (unbalanced) if its height balance is 0( +_ 1 ). 
For every insertion we define the critical insert node (CIN) as the last 
unbalanced node on the search path. For every deletion we define the 
critical delete node (CDN) as the node on the search path, where the 
balance changes after the deletion either cause no more height decreases of 
the subtrees or produce a height balance +2 or -2  (causing structural 
changes). We give the last definitions more formally: Let v0, vl ..... vk be a 
path from the root Vo to a leaf v~ of an AVL-tree. Let i be minimal such 
that hb(vi)=hb(vi+l) . . . . .  hb(vk)=0. Then node vi_l is called the 
critical insert node. Let Vs be a node on the search path with Height@s) = 2. 
Then the critical delete node is vs if either hb(vs)= 0 (Case 1), otherwise 
(Case 2) the node vj_ 1, where j is minimal such that: 
hb(vt) = + 1, if the right-son(vt) lies on the search path 
= - 1, if the left-son@t) lies on the search path 
for all t withj ~< t ~< s, if such a sequence xists 
or the father of vs (Case 3), otherwise. 
Figure 1 illustrates the three cases up to left-right symmetry. 
In Fig. 1, x is the leaf which must be deleted. Next we give the elemen- 
tary operations for insertions and deletions as they are described in (Knuth 
1973). In Fig. 2 and the subsequent diagrams a node contains its height 
balance, and a subtree is represented by its height (h, h + 1, h + 2, h - 1, or 
h -2 ) .  
(a) Insert 
Let v be the CIN with hb(v)= + 1, as in Fig. 2. We explore the case in 
which the node x will be inserted into the right subtree of v, thus increasing 
the height of the latter. 
case  1 case  2 case  3 
FIGURE 1 
643/67/1-3-12 
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FIGURE 2 
a.1. Single rotation (rot): insertion into C. 
v lq 
h h+1 
h h+1 h h 
a.2. Double rotation (drot): insertion into B. 
v 
h 
h h-1 
(h - l )  (h) 
h h h-1 h 
[h - l )  (h) 
Remark a. In both cases the rebalanced subtree does not change its 
height. Its root takes the height balance 0. 
(b) Delete 
Let v be the CDN with hb(v)= +1. We explore the case where a 
deletion causes a height decrease of the left subtree of v. If hb(v)= 0 we 
have absorption. 
b.1. Terminating rotation: hb(w)=0.  
v w 
h h+l 
h+l h+l h h+l 
Remark b.1. The height of the rebalanced subtree does not change, and 
after the rotation the following holds: bb(v)= -hb(w)¢  O. 
b.2. Propapating rot: hb(w) = + 1. 
v w 
h+l 
h h+1 h h 
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b.3. Propagating drot: hb(w)= - 1. 
b.3.1, hb(k)= + 1. 
v k 
h w 
h h h-1 h h 
h-1 h 
b.3.2, hb(k) = 0, then we get hb(k)= 0, hb(v)= 0, hb(w)= 0. 
b.3.3, hb(k)= -1 ,  then we get hb(k)= 0, hb(v)= 0, hb(w)= + 1. 
Remark b.2, 3. In the cases b.2 and b.3 the rebalanced subtree 
decreases its height by one and the rebalancing will propagate higher up. 
The new root of this subtree takes balance 0 and v takes hb(v) :# + 1. 
3. INCLINED AVL-TREES AND THE INFORMAL ALGORITHMS 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(CRB) 
We use the following definitions and implementations: 
(1) An AVL-tree is called an inclined AVL-tree, if the nodes on the 
left spine can also have the height balance + 2. 
(2) The main idea for the implementation of such a tree is to keep 
the following sequences of nodes on the left spine in a block structure: 
@-@- ' "@ called critical insert block (0) 
@---@- . . -  @ called critical delete block ( - 1 ) 
(some kind of @ -nodes) called critical rebalancing block 
(3) The nodes on the left spine are doubly linked. 
(4) For the implementation of a block we use additional inks as 
follows: b = begin of the block; b= end of the block. 
b 5 
(5) A block is characterized by the balance of its b node (i.e., the 
balance of the first node determines the balance of the nodes in the block). 
(6) If the b node of CRB takes the balance of +2, then we call it 
guilty block. The meaning of such a definition is that these nodes must be 
rotated or doubly rotated i f  they are reached uring the search process. 
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1'~ ,x  
e 
FIGURE 3 
denotes a guilty block which consists of one node. (7) 
(8) T v denotes the subtree rooted at v. 
Remark 1. For the definition of (CRB) we use some special nodes v 
with balance + 1. Such a special node is called a bad node (see definition in 
Section 4) and has the property that after deleting and rebalancing in Tv 
this subtree can decrease its height by one; this process can propagate 
higher up than to v. 
Let d be the distance of the element x from the finger f which points to 
the left end of a file, stored in the leaves of an inclined AVL-tree; let each 
internal node v include a value val(v) which is the maximal element 
included in the left subtree of v and y be the turning node on the left spine 
with 
val(y) < x ~< val(father(y)). 
Then the situation is as given in Fig. 3. 
The algorithm is based on the following idea: 
(1) We search from f upwards in the direction of the root, up to the 
father of the turning node y. During this search we clean all the guilty 
blocks we meet. Then we search downwards for the leaf position of x. After 
inserting or deleting x we execute all the necessary operations for balance 
changes and rebalancing on the nodes which belong into Tv, and above y 
we perform at most a constant number of the necessary rebalancings. The 
remainig ones of them generate a guilty block. 
(2) During this process we try to keep the following invariant • valid 
on the nodes of the left spine: 
(,.1) There are no adjacent guilty blocks, 
(*.2) There are no sequences like 
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The intuition behind invariant (,) is the following: Since a 
rebalancing of a (~ -node v decreases the height of Tv by one then the 
following sequences (a) and (b) on the left spine could propagate this 
height decreasing higher causing cost O(log n): 
where (A) is either a block ( -1 )  or a sequence (-1)-(CRB). The case that 
(A)= (CRB) is excluded because then the preceding node of (A) ought 
belong into a block with length at least 2, i.e., ~ (C"RB? (see definitions 
in Section 4). 
For excluding these bad sequences on the left spine we have to provide 
for this by keeping the invariant (,) valid on the left spine: (,.1) excludes 
the sequence (a) and (,.2) the sequence (b). In invariant (*.2) we have to 
consider @ and @-nodes, because a @ node can produce a @- 
node and the last can produce a @ node without changing its height. 
Next we informally give the operations Insert(x) and Delete(x) using the 
auxiliary procedures Isubseq(v) and Dsubseq(v) with the following 
functions: 
Isubseq(v) executes all the subsequent operations after the height 
increase of Tt of one, where I= leftson(v). 
Dsubseq(v) does the same after the height decrease of Tt of one. (A 
precise description of both procedures illustrated by diagrams is given in 
Section 4.) 
The operation Search(x) will be executed as follows before any of the 
operations Insert(x) and Delete(x): 
proc Search(x); 
co Let y be the turning node if it exists, or the father of the 
leftmost leaf otherwise; 
Search upwards to y and use rotations or double rotations to clean the 
guilty blocks; i.e., whenever a node v with balance +2 is encoun- 
tered, we rebalance it. Note that this might change the balance of v's 
father to +2 (+ 3 is impossible because of invariant (,.1)). We con- 
tinue with this process until node y is reached; 
Search downwards up to the leaf position of x; 
end. 
proc Insert(x) [Delete(x)]; 
Insert [Delete] x in [from] the proper leaf; 
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Execute all the subsequent balance changes and the necessary rot/drot 
up to the turning node y (including y); 
ID: Save the invariant (,.2) on y or on a descendant v of y; 
co see explanations in Remark 2; 
if Ty increased [decreased] its height by one 
then Isubseq(father(y)) [Dsubseq(father(y))] fi 
end 
Remark 2. 
if y obtains 
descendant 
The invariant (,.2) could be violated on y in the case: 
hb(y)-~ 0 after an insertion into the right subtree of y; and on a 
v of y in the case: 
if y obtains hb(y )= -1  after a deletion from the right subtree of y. 
We have to distinguish between "good" and "bad" Q-nodes. A (CRB) 
consists of bad-nodes. The meaning of these nodes is the following: After 
decreasing the height of the left subtree of a node v the rebalancing of a 
good node v does not change the height of To (i.e., the process terminates) 
and the rebalancing of a bad node v decreases the height of Tv by one (i.e., 
the process propagates): 
proe Isubseq(v); 
co The left subtree T~ of v has increased its height by one; let 
w = father(~). 
Change the balance of v; 
if (v, ~) was a (0)-block, it turns into a ( - 1 )-block and Isubseq(w) is 
called up fi; 
if (v, v) was a guilty block change it into a (CRB)-block fi; 
otherwise xecute the proper rot/drot; 
end. 
For the next procedure we additionally need a special operation 
shrink(v, ~) which executes a rebalancing on v and terminates without 
changing the height of Ts, where s = father(v). 
proe Dsubseq(v); 
co Let w = father(~) and L(v) = length of a block (v, ~5); 
Change the hb(v); 
if (v, ~) was a ( -  1)-block then change it into a (0)-block and execute 
Dsubseq(w); 
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end. 
if v was a good node then rebalance Tv and terminate; 
if(v, f )wasa  (CRB) then make it guilty and save invariant (,.1) by 
rebalancing Tw; terminate ither by shrink- 
ing (w, #) or execute Dsubseq(father(w)) if 
L(w) = 1; 
if (v, f) was a guilty block then we have hb(v) = + 3 and we rebalance 
T~; we terminate ither by shrinking (v, f) 
or we execute Dsubseq(father(v)) if L(v)= 1; 
4. THE SPECIAL OPERATIONS AND THE DETAILED ALGORITHMS 
According to the block implmentation of Sect. 3 we give the detailed 
algorithms with respect o the following conventions: 
Convention 1. We do not mention the operations for organizing the 
blocks. We remark that inserting or deleting an element of a block or com- 
bining two blocks, splitting or shrinking a block can be done in O(1) time 
units according to the data structure used. 
Convention 2. The operations of the cases given in Section 2 will be 
used as procedures in the following form: Case a.l(v), where v is the root of 
the relevant subtree. Analogously we give the symmetric ase as Sym-case 
a.l(v). 
Next we give the procedure Isubseq(v) with respect to Fig. 4. Let 
l= leftson(v), r = rightson(v), v the starting node of the block (v, f) and 
w = father(f). 
Remark 3. After the height increase of Tt we have balance change 
0 ~ _+ 1 on the node I: 
proe Isubseq(v); 
hb(v) := hb(v)-  1; 
II: i fhb(v)= -1  then Isubseq(w) fi; co note that hb(w)¢0; 
if hb(v)= -2  then Sym-Case a.l(v) or Sym-Case a.2(v) fi; 12: 
end 
V " V 
h+1 h+1 
h+2 h+2 
FIGURE 4 
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hb(v) :=-1 
[Height increase of Tv[ [ 
hb(v)=O ~[ and T~ (hb(v):=-l) [~ J  
(~ (note that hb(w),O) 7 
~-~"~Height  increase of T£"~...~hb(v)=÷l I hb(v):=O 
! ~ i t ing  hb(£)6{~ -[ .Absorption l 
I hbC.):°-2 
hb(v)=+2 Thb(v)=-1 J if hb(£)=-1 then rotation on v 
-I if hb(£)=+1 then drotation on v 
~ hb(v):=+1 Block (v,v) is 
no more guilty 
FIGURE 5 
The procedure Isubseq(v) is described in Fig. 5, where l=  leftson(v). 
In addition to the elementary operations given in Section 2 we use some 
special operations for Dsubseq(v). These operations first handle the 
rebalancing of a @- node v (i.e., hb(v) = + 3) which may arise on the left 
spine (see operations c.2 and c.3). 
Second, they replace the terminating rotation b.1 on the left spine. This 
replacement is necessary since b.1 executed on the left spine provides a new 
node on the left spine with balance -1 ,  and this can be dangerous for the 
preservation of the invariant (*.2). The operations d.1, d.2, d.3, executed 
instead of b.1 lead to a useful configuration on the left spine (see 
Remark 5). 
Let w = rightson(v). If a node v becomes hb(v) = + 3 and hb(w) ~ 0 then 
we perform the respective operations of b.2 and b.3 (called c.2 and c.3): 
c.2. Propagating rot: hb(w) = + 1. 
h- 1 
h h+l h-1 h 
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c.3. Propagating drot: hb(w) = - 1. 
c.3.1: hb(k )=+l .  
h-1 
h 
h-1 h 
Analogously we obtain 
c.3.2, hb(k)=0;  
k 
h-1  h h h 
c.3.3, hb(k) = - 1. 
k 
h-1 h h-1 h 
Remark 4. The operations c.2 and c.3 each decrease the height of the 
rebalanced subtree by one and provide the configuration @_@r  oT 
@_@r on the left spine, where r is the new root of the rebalanced sub- 
tree. 
c.4. Propagating and terminating rot: hb(w) = 0 (compare with b.1): v 
obtains hb(v)= +2 and after rebalancing on v we get a subtree Tw having 
height either h + 3 (terminating) or h + 2 (propagating). This operation is 
used as part of the following operation d.3 applied only to nodes which do 
not belong to the left spine. In Section 6 it will be applied also to nodes of 
the left spine. 
V V W 
h÷l  h÷1 h-1  h÷l  
he ight  
h+3 
The next operations d.1, d.2, d.3 are performed in the case where 
hb(v)= +2 and hb(w)=0 and lead us to partition the @nodes  on the 
left spine into good and bad nodes as mentioned in Section3 (see 
Remark 1). Let T~ have height h + 3 and k = leftson(w); after drotation on 
v we get 
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v 
h w 
I 
h h 
h h-1 
h-1 h 
d.1: hb(k)=O 
k 
(terminating) 
h h h h*l 
d.2: hb (k) =-1 
k 
h h h-1 h÷1 
Rebalancing Tw either decreases the height of T k or not. The resulting 
configuration is ~ for the terminating case and @-@ for the 
propagating ones. 
d.3. hb(k) = + l (Let s = rightson(k)). First we rebalance, making s 
the new root of T~. The cases with hb(s )¢  -1  leave w with hb(w)= +2 
and we get d.3.1. After rebalancing w, T s obtains either height h + 3 with 
configuration ~ s  for the terminating case or height h+2 with 
"9' S 
@-- -@ for the propagating one. 
v 
h ~ + 1  .~ 
h-1 / ~  
h-1 h-1 
h-2 h-1 
h-1 ~ h-2 
In the case with hb(s) = - 1 we get hb(w) = + 3. This will be handled by 
the operations c.2, c.3, or c.4. But in all the cases we have the same effect 
on T~ as in the case above (see below): 
d.3.2: hb(s) = -1 ;  d.3.2.1. The operations c.2 and c.3 executed on w 
d.3.1:  hb(s)~-I  
v w 
h - 1 
h-1 h-1 
h-2 
height 
h÷2 
(propagating) 
provide: 
s 
1 
h-1 h-1 
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d.3.2.2. The operation c.4 executed on w provides first the next 
figure and second, after rebalancing on w, T, obtains either height h + 3 
with configuration @__@s for the terminating case or height h + 2 with 
v s 
( ~  for the propagating one. 
s 
h -2  h 
The last operations lead us to the following definitions: 
DEFINITIONS. (1) An operation of the d.1, d.2, or d.3 is called ter- 
minating, if, after performing it, the rebalanced subtree does not change its 
height. Otherwise if it decreases its height it is called propagating. 
(2) The above terminating or propagating operations lead us to par- 
tition conceptually the@-noaes on the left spine into "good" and "bad" 
nodes, respectively. Thus good nodes are those nodes v which are handled 
by the operations d.1 and the terminating ones of d.2 and d.3, and bad are 
those which are handled by the operations b.2, b.3, and the propagating 
ones of d.2 and d.3. 
(3) The (CRB)-block consists only of bad nodes. 
Now we can state an important remark: 
Remark 5. The terminating operations of d.1, d.2, and d.3 yield the 
configuration @-@ on the left spine, and the propagating ones yield 
We define next the operation shrink(v, g) mentioned in Sect. 3. 
DEFINITION. Let (v, g) be a guilty block, i.e., a block of the form 
The shrinking operation is an operation executed after rebalancing of the 
node v; it makes the father(v) to the first node of the remaining guilty 
block. Thus we obtain 
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In the following procedure Dsubseq(v) we have to select sometimes one 
proper operation between a set of operations. We define first these sets of 
operations as follows: 
TERM. Consists of all the terminating operations applied only to 
good nodes. 
PROP. Consists of the propagating operations applied to a guilty 
bad node and the operations b.2 and b.3. 
BAL3. Consists of the operations c.2, c.3 and the propagating ones of 
d.2 and d.3. These operations are executed only on a bad node v which 
obtained hb(v)= +3. In all these cases we get either the configuration 
@__@r or @__@ r on the left spine (see Remarks 4 and 5), where r is 
the new root of the rebalanced subtree. 
We give analogously the procedure Dsubseq(v) using a special command 
"op(v) e iV' which denotes the execution of the proper operation of the set 
X on the node v, where Xe {TERM, PROP, BAL3}. We use the order of 
the nodes given in Fig. 4. 
Remark 6. After the height decrease of Tt we have balance change 
+_1~0 or +2~ {0, +1} on the node l: 
proe Dsubseq(v); 
Let w = father(g) and L(v) = length of block (v, f); 
A: hb(v) :=hb(v)+ l ;  
B: if lab(v)= 0 then Dsubseq(w) fi; eo note that hb(w)~ -1 ;  
C: if hb(v)= +2 
CI: then if v was good then op(v)~ TERM 
else (a new guilty block is created) 
if hb(w) = + 2 
C2: then op(w) ~ PROP; co keep (,.1) valid; 
if L(w)  -- 1 
then Dsubseq(father(w)) 
else shrink(w, ~) fi fi fi fi; 
D: i fhb(v)= +3 thenop(v)~BAL3; 
if L(v) = 1 then Dsuseq(father(v)) 
else shrink(v, f) fi fi 
end. 
The procedure Dsubseq(v) is described by a diagram in Fig. 6, where 
l = leftson(v). 
For the point ID of Insert(x) or Delete(x) we use the following 
procedure: 
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proc save-(,.2)(y); 
Let z be a node as in Fig. 7 
and y the turning node; 
if (,.2) is violated on y or 
on a descendant v ofy 
(see Remark 2) 
then op(z) E PROP 
Dsubseq(father(z)) 
fi 
end. 
i hb (v) : =0 hb(v)=-1 ~ v:J~:=V=w J / 
hb(v)=+2 l 
I hb(v)~÷l 
~f 
~.~_~÷± ) i f .  was ~oo~1 op~.~ E TERM ] 
v was bad 
create a gu i l ty~ hb(w)=+2 
I block (v,v) /(*.1 v io ia ted~ 
op(v) E BAL3 L(v)>2 L(w)~Z I L(w)~2 
L(v)=l 
FIGURE 6 
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v,y 
v ,y  
@-{-I }----(CRB ~-~ z 
FIGURE 7 
Remark 7. The procedure save-(,.2)(y) causes always a height decrease 
of the subtree of a ~node 
5. THE COMPLEXITY OF INSERTION AND DELETION 
In this section we show that the operations used keep the invariant • 
valid, and that this is sufficient to exclude all bad sequences and to guaran- 
tee the O(log d) time for an insertion or deletion. 
LEMMA 1. The &variant (*.2) impl&s that the sequences 
i) v@---'( -I )----~ and ii) v@-(  -1 )---(CRB)~ 
cannot arise after an execution of Insert(x) or Delete(x). 
Proof The sequence (i) can arise only from the sequence 
v(~)__( -1 ) - -@af ter  a height decrease of the left subtree of v. The 
sequence (ii) can arise according to the same reason from the 
sequence: " (~- - ( -1  )----(CRB)--~. Since (,.2) excludes the generating 
sequences the claim is true. | 
LEMMA 2. I f  the invariant * is valid then both the shrinking operation and 
the terminating operations on the left spine keep the invariant valid. 
Proof Both operations according to our algorithm terminate 
immediately. We show that this implies no violation of the invariant ,. The 
shrinking operation is executed after an operation case ?(v) where ? ~ {b.2, 
b.3, c.2, c.3 } or the propagating operations of a bad node. These operations 
according to Remarks b.2, 3, 4, and 5 prividc the following configuration 
on the left spine: 
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These sequences do not violate any invariant and hence it is correct that 
they terminate immediately (father(v) preserves its height). 
The terminating operations according to Remark 5 provide a sequence 
v (~_~ on the left spine and since the invariant (,.2) was valid above v they 
cannot violate any invariant and since they do not change the height of the 
rebalanced subtree its immediate termination is correct. | 
LEMMA 3. The invariant • stays valid after the execution of the 
procedure Isubseq(v). 
Proof. In this procedure we have no creation of a guilty block and we 
have to show that this is nowhere necessary. We follow the labels of the 
procedure: 
(I1). If v takes hb(v )=-1  then it was hb(w)¢0  and we call 
Isubseq(w). 
(I2). In this case the relsulting rotation or drotation on v do not 
cause any height decrease of T~. Note that after these operations on v the 
invariant (*.2) cannot be violated, since it was hb( l )=0 (l=leftson(v)) 
before the height increase of Tt and (,.2) was valid on 1. 
The other cases which are given only in the diagram (Fig. 5) cause either 
an absorption on v or make a guilty block (v, ~) to a (CRB). Because of 
Lemma 1 there are not the sequences (i) and (ii) and hence a height 
increase of the left subtree of v cannot produce sequences which could 
violate the invariant (*.2). Note that in Isubseq(w) the case (I1) cannot 
occur and thus the claim is true. I 
LEMMA 4. The invariant * stays valid after the execution of the 
procedure Dsubseq(v). 
Proof. The step C2 saves the invariant (,.1). An execution of 
op(v) ~ BAL3 with hb(v)= + 3 on step D provides a node with balance 0 
or + 1. The shrinking and terminating operations do not violate any 
invariant and the propagation of a height decrease is considered in all cases 
keeping the invariant valid. | 
LEMMA 5. The invariant • stays valid after the execution of Search(x), 
Insert(x), and Delete(x). 
Proof. At the moment hat the searching operations are performed on y 
we have: all the descendants of y on the left spine (including y) have 
balance ~ { - 1, 0, + 1 }; also all invariants are valid. 
This can be seen as follows: if y's father has not changed its balance or 
its new balance is not + 2 then the claim is obvious. If its new balance is 
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+2 then the situation before must have been as in Fig. 8 is given. Thus 
father(y) is element of a guilty block before and after. Thus the invariant • 
still hold true. 
Lemma 3 and 4 show this for Insert(x) and Delete(x). Note that 
Remark 2 explains the case where the invariant (,.2) could be violated on y 
or on a descendant of y at the step ID and in this case the procedure save 
(,.2)(y) is called up. | 
LEMMA 6. Let v be a @ node. Then the execution of the steps C2 and D 
terminates in O(1) time. 
Proof Lemma 5 guarantees that the invariant • is valid during the 
whole process. Because of Lemma 2 we know that the shrinking and ter- 
minating operations terminate in O(1) time keeping the invariant valid and 
hence we have to explore only the sequences: 
and 
op(w) e PROP; Dsubseq(father(w)) 
op(v) e BAL3; Dsubseq(father(v)). 
Let r be the new root of T w after the execution of op(w) ~ PROP: 
Case 1. hb(v )=+2 (step C2). We execute op(w)ePROP and it 
provides hb(r) = 0. (see Remarks b.2, 3, and 5). 
We explore the case that w is a @node.  Let s= father(w). 
Case 1.1. hb(s) = 0. Dsubseq(father(w)) provides hb(s)= + 1 and we 
take the sequence r@_~ without a height decrease of T, and terminate 
immediately, since (,.2) was valid on s before. 
Case 1.2. s is a good node. Dsubseq(s) terminates on step C1 
immediately (see Lemma 2). 
Case 1.3. s is a bad node. This case cannot arise since L(w)= 1, s and 
w ought to belong into a common guilty (CRB)-block. 
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Case 1.4. hb(s) = -1 .  After calling Dsubseq(s) we get hb(s)= 0 and 
we here explore the propagation of height decrease of T~,. The next guilty 
block which could cause an operation either to save (,.1) 
or to rebalance a (+ 3)-node 
must have length at least 2 (see Lemma I), since w is a (+~ node according 
to our assumption. Thus we get immediate termination by shrinking this 
block (see Lemma 2). 
Case 2. hb(v) = +3 (step D). We explore the case that v is a ~noae ,  
otherwise we terminate immediately by shrink(v, ~). 
The execution of op(v)eBAL3 can provide either hb( t )=0 or 
hb(t)= +1, where t is the new root of the rebalanced subtree Tv (see 
Remarks 4 and 5). Then we execute Dsubseq(father(v)) and it terminates 
immediately as in Case 1, since hb(father(v))# +2 according to the 
invariant (,.1). 
The invariant (,.1) guarantees also that we have explored all the cases in 
the Case 1. | 
COROLLARY 1. The operation save (,.2)(v) terminates in O(1) steps. 
Proof This operation performs a sequence of the operations 
op(z)ePROP; Dsubseq(father(z)) on a ~ node z and according to 
Lemma 6 it terminates immediately. | 
Now we can state our main result: 
THEOREM 1. Let d be the distance of the position of x from the finger 
which points on the left end of the file stored at the leaves of an inclined 
AVL-tree. Then each one of the operations Search(x), Insert(x), and 
Delete(x) can be performed in O(log d) steps. 
Proof The search path has length O(log d). The critical node on the 
left spine for an insertion or deletion can be localized in constant ime 
because of the implementation given. All operations for organizing the 
blocks can be performed in O(1) steps. Both for an insertion and for a 
deletion we have a calling of Dsubseq(v) which can be recursive. Next we 
will show that only a constant number of calls of Dsubseq(v) is possible for 
every insertion or deletion. 
Lemma 2 and 6 show that the steps C1, C2, and D of Dsubseq(v) ter- 
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minate in O(1) time. The step B cannot be repeated immediately by the 
recursive calling of Dsubseq(w), since hb(w)¢ -1  and it cannot provide 
immediately hb(w)=0 which is necessary for the step B. Hence every 
Dsubseq(v) terminates in O(1) steps. 
Similarly in Isubseq(v) the recursive calling of Isubseq(w) implies that 
hb(w) ¢ 0 and thus the step I1 cannot occur subsequently and hence Isub- 
seq(v) terminates in O(1) steps (see Lemma 3). The procedure save (,.2) 
(y) terminates in O(1) time (see Corollary 1), and hence every Insert(x) 
and Delete(x) needs only O(1) rebalancing cost above the turning 
node y. | 
6. THE MOVING OPERATION AND THE MULTIPLE FINGERS 
We have considered the case that the finger points to the left end of the 
file. Now we consider the operation of moving the finger to a distance d 
and the case of multiple fingers. 
THEOREM 2. Inclined A VL-trees allow to perform a moving of the finger 
f to a distance d in time O(log d). If we have k .fingers then the dictionary 
operations can be performed in O(log k + log d) steps, where d is the distance 
of the element worked at from the nearest finger. 
Proof Let h be the height of the subtree T v rooted at the turning node 
y. We cut the tree T into two parts L and R. L is identical to Ty and if 
hb(y) = +2 then it has to be rebalanced on y, R is derived from the rest of 
T after the following operations are performed 
Let s = father(y) and g = father(s). 
We aim to replace T s by its right subtree Tr. 
The cases with hb(s)~ {0, + 1, +2} have to be handled similarly, since 
the replacement of Ts by Tr implies a height decrease of l~ by one and thus 
we have only to perform Dsubseq(g). 
In the case where hb(s )=-  1 the replacement of T S by Tr results a 
height decrease of T, by two. In this case we have to distinguish the follow- 
ing cases: 
Case 1. hb(g) =0. We get first hb(g)= +2 and we perform either the 
operation b.1 and terminate keeping the invariant (,.1) valid or we perform 
one of the operations b.2 or b.3 and subsequently Dsubseq(father(g)). 
Case 2. hb(g)=- l .  We get hb(g)= +1 and if (,.2) is violated on g 
we perform save (,.2)(g). 
Case 3. hb(g') = + 1. We get hb(g)= + 3 and we perform either one of 
the operations c.2 or c.3 and subsequently Dsubseq(father(g)) or we per- 
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form the operation c.4 and either we terminate or we have to perform 
Dsubseq(father(g)). 
Case 4. hb(g) = + 2. Here we have to rebalance first on g resulting thus 
hb(father(s)) ¢ +2 and then we replace Ts by Tr and we handle this case 
as in the Cases 1, 2, and 3. 
After cutting T into L and R we reorganize the right spine of L into 
blocks according to the implementation given in Section 3, and f will be 
replaced by two fingers f l  and f2 ,  where f l  points to the rightmost leaf of L 
and f2 to the leftmost leaf of R. Figure 9 shows this process. 
The reorganization needs O(log d) steps and the cutting O(1). For the k 
fingers we use 2k inclined AVL-trees; first perfoming a binary search on 
these fingers we need O(log k + log d) time for any searching, insertion, and 
deletion, where d is the distance of the element worked at from the nearest 
finger. I 
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